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A modern symplectic and symmetry analysis for studying MHD super�u-
id �ows is devised, a new version of the helicity theorem based on di�erential-
geometric and group-theoretical methods is derived. Having reanalyzed the he-
licity theorem within the modern symplectic theory of di�erential-geometric
structures on manifolds, a new uni�ed proof and a new generalization of this
theorem for the case of compressible MHD super�uid �ow are proposed. As
a by-product, a sequence of nontrivial helicity type local and global conserva-
tion laws for the case of incompressible super�uid �ow, playing a crucial role
[3,4] for studying the stability problem under suitable boundary conditions, is
constructed. �e symplectic and symmetry analysis of compressible MHD su-
per�uid, appeared to be e�ective for constructing the related helicity type con-
servation laws, important for practical applications. In particular, the conser-
vative quantities play a decisive role [1,3], when studying the stability of MHD
super�uid �ows under special boundary conditions. Some of the results in this
direction can be eventually obtainedmaking use of group–theoretical and topo-
logical tools developed in [2,4], where the importance of the basic group of dif-
feomorphisms Di�(M) of a manifold M ⊂ R3 and its di�erential–geometric
characteristics were stated.
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